Texture filling-in and texture segregation revealed by transient masking.
When a texture pattern was briefly presented followed by a small annular mask, it was found that the central area of the texture was strongly suppressed within the mask. Analogous to filling-in of brightness in a uniform luminance area (Paradiso, M. A. & Nakayama, K. (1991) Vision Research, 31, 1221-1236), this phenomenon demonstrates filling-in of texture; the texture area was unperceived because filling-in of the texture area was interrupted by the contour in the mask. However, odd local features within the texture, which were assumed to pop out, were selectively perceived while other features were suppressed within the mask. These results suggest that: (1) rapid pattern segregation occurs before and/or separately from texture filling-in, and that (2) filling-in is initiated at boundaries between surfaces rather than at luminance gradients.